
                   COVER CLOSER
   CLOSING MACHINE FOR RECO BIND COVERS                                                                                                                   

  technical data:

- manual closing machine
- binding size: for A4 covers
- closes softcovers up to U20 (170 sheets)
- closes hard covers up to PH22 (170 sheets)
- incl. unit for opening closed covers 
- weight: 20,3 / 18,0 kg
- dimensions: 380x420x560 mm / 525x535x175 mm *
                            *packing size/machine size (width x depth x height)

Put the paper 
into the cover.

Put the cover into 
the machine and 

press the lever 2-3 
times down

The book is ready!

RECOsystems COVER CLOSER

manual closing machine for RECO BIND covers

RECO BIND is one of  the fastest and easiest ways to bind 
paper. You measure the thicknes of  the paper stack and take 
the cover with the correct spine thickness. (5 spine thick-
nesses for 2-170 sheets are available). Then put the paper 
into the binding cover and put it into the machine. Just press 
the lever 2-3 times down and the book is ready. If  you wish to 
change some sheets in a bound book you can open and close a 
book up to 3 times.

www.recosystems.eu
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RECO BIND - SOFT COVERS

The RECO BIND SOFTCOVERS have a metal spine and transparent 
PVC front and rear sheets. The sheets can be opened very good.

This cost efficient cover is very popular for offices. You can bind 
offers, reports, presentations in just some seconds!

RECO BIND - HARD COVERS

The RECO BIND HARDCOVERS have a very nice coating in leather-
look. Also the covers have on the edge a white seam. So the look 
is very elegant. In the fashion world you would call this cover a 
„must have“ 

This high class cover is used for diploma theses or individual 
company presentations and reports.

RECO BIND - CAMPUS COVERS

The RECO BIND - CAMPUS COVERS have the some coating as the 
HARDCOVERS (and also the seam on the edge) but the are soft.
Its hard to find a way to bind more stylish!

This fancy cover is for company presentations, product 
presentations or personal books.
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